


HISTORY

Keitech was established in 1996 by Kei Hayashi, one of the country’s top Bass 
professionals. Keitech is a leading tackle manufacturer in Japan, producing 
highly effective bass lures for every situation.

Keitech offers top quality bass lures, based on a wealth of fishing knowledge 
and advanced production technology.  

PRODUCT DESIGN

Our no-lead, tungsten compound limits our environmental impact, while providing 
a technical advantage. In-house design and product development ensure  
industry leading quality standards and raise existing designs to new levels.

When winning counts... Count on Keitech!

KEITECH USA INFORMATION

Keitech USA is the exclusive distributor of Keitech products in the United States.
At Keitech USA, we value our clients and strive to provide the very best customer 
service.

Product questions and dealer inquiries are always welcome. 
Feel free to contact us anytime.

Keitech USA    Office - 973-398-7608
6 Bonaparte Point Rd.  Mobile - 973-219-7428
Hopatcong N.J. 07843  Fax - 973-601-7631
     Email - basscat@optonline.net
      

     www.KeitechUSA.com
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The Model I jig has many features not found in your ordinary bass jig. The Tungsten tear drop powder coated  
head is perfectly balanced; it penetrates cover and does not roll over. The hand tied 150 strand skirt is produced 
from Keitech’s exclusive SR-40 silicone. This super soft, fine cut material provides remarkable life-like action. 
The weed guard is hand glued to ensure perfect alignment to the custom Gamakatsu 3/0 hook. This compact 
size tournament winning jig excels under all conditions and is the only jig to throw when the money’s on the line!

The fiber weed guard is hand glued to 
provide perfect alignment to the hook.

Custom Gamakatsu 3/0 
Super Sharp hook

The Tungsten compound head is 30% 
smaller than lead. The Teardrop design 
penetrates cover and never rolls over.

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

MODEL I
CAST ING J IG

Jigs available in 1/4 oz., 3/8 oz. & 1/2 oz. sizes

Retail Price - $5.99

The hand tied skirt is produced from
KEITECH’S exclusive SR-40 silicone.
This extra fine cut material provides
remarkable life-like action.



The Model II Football Jig is designed for deep water jig fishing. The Tungsten compound head is 30% harder 
than lead and extremely sensitive. The hand tied 100 strand skirt is produced from Keitech’s exclusive 
SR-40 silicone. This Super soft, fine cut material provides remarkable life-like action. The 10 strand fiber 
weed guard is hand glued to ensure perfect alignment to the custom Gamakatsu 2/0 hook, providing snag 
resistance without sacrificing hook setting ability. 

The Hand glued 10 fiber weed guard provides 
the proper amount of snag resistance without 
sacrificing hooking ability.

Custom Gamakatsu 2/0 
Super Sharp hook

The Tungsten football head is 30% smaller 
than lead and much harder. This translates 
into better feel on the retrieve.

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

MODEL II
FOOTBALL  J IG

Jigs available in 1/4 oz., 3/8 oz. & 1/2 oz. sizes

Retail Price - $5.69



Detail

Color Chart

MODEL Ⅲ is a new concept jig that has an innovative construction. Original hook 
with specific designed head and skirted screw parts make the jig very special. 
We recommend you to use the bait as a swim jig with our Swing Impact FAT 4.8” 
trailer. This combination must have the best swimming balance you have never seen.MODELⅢ

KEITECH

SWIM JIG

Tungsten compound head

High density 13 / Lead free

Good swimming balance

Super weedless like Texas rig

Recommended Swing Impact FAT 4.8” trailer

Weight  1/8 oz., 1/4 oz., 3/8 oz. & 1/2 oz.

001 Black

416 Silver Flash Minnow

107 Green Pumpkin Tiger

417 Gold Flash Minnow

325 Smoke Blue Crystal

418 Bluegill Flash

Custom 5/0 Dai-ichi hook can fit
Swing Impact FAT 4.8” trailer.

Specific designed head
located lower position 
to the trailer.

Original screw component
locks trailer very well.

TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

Actual size w/Swing Impact FAT 4.8” trailer

We tie SR-40 custom
skirt on the screw 
component by hand.

Step 1; Screw and lock the trailer.

Step 2; Set the hook.

How to rig

The Model III Swim Jig is a revolutionary Tungsten Swim Jig design that combines a custom Daiichi Super Strong 
weighted Jig Head with an exclusive SR-40 snap on Silicone skirt with a Screw-in Keeper. When combined, the 
Jig and Skirt provides perfect Alignment and Balance and becomes totally weedless. The Model III Swim Jig was 
designed for use with the 4.8 Fat Swing Impact. When used together it becomes the deadliest lure in your arsenal. 
The weedless design allows the angler to utilize various techniques without ever picking up another rod. Cast it 
and retrieve on shallow cover, Flip or Pitch it directly at the target, Probe weed beds. The options are endless...

Screw lock Skirt keeper holds 
the trailer firmly in place.

The tungsten swim design 
head provides perfect balance 
and alignment.

The custom SR-40 skirt 
is hand tied to the screw 
lock keeper.

Custom Daiichi 5/0 Super Strong hook 
fits the 4.8 Fat Swing Impact perfectly.

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

MODEL III
SWIM J IG

Jigs available in 1/8 oz., 1/4 oz., 3/8 oz. & 1/2 oz. sizes

Tungsten compound head

High density tungsten / Lead Free

Good swimming balance

Super weedless performance

Recommended Swing Impact FAT 4.8” trailer

Retail Price - $5.99



The Mono Spin Jig takes finesse to the next level. This tungsten, ultra-light jig is best fished on light line with 
spinning tackle. The Mono jig is extremely strong for its size, because the custom designed Katsuichi hook 
provides remarkable strength and hook setting ability. The Mono spin is an excellent alternative to a hair jig.

The Guard Spin Jig is the king of finesse jigs. The Tungsten compound, tear drop head with 5 fiber weed guard 
allows the angler to fish a variety cover with remarkable efficiency. The Guard Spin is highly snag resistant and 
weedless. It also excels on bedding fish. When confronted with tough conditions such as cold fronts or heavy 
fishing pressure, try this product. You will discover a new way to catch more fish in tough situations.

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

GUARD SPIN JIG

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

MONO SPIN JIG

Jigs available in 3/32 oz., 1/16 oz., 1/8 oz. & 5/32 oz. sizes

Detail

Color Chart

The Guard Spin Jig is the king of finesse jigs. The Tungsten compound tear 
drop head with 5 fiber weed guard allows the angler to fish various cover with
remarkable efficiency. The Guard Spin is highly snag resistant and weed less.
The Guard Spin Jig also excels on bedding fish.Guard Spin Jig

KEITECH

Tungsten compound head
High density 13
Lead free

Weight  1/16 oz., 3/32 oz., 1/8oz. & 5/32 oz.

001 Black

102 Watermelon Pepper.

006 Cola

105 Dark Green Pumpkin

101 Green Pumpkin Pepper

309 Sahara Olive Flake

Custom #2 hook
 made with

KATSUICHI

Small teardrop head with chip-resistant
paint. Guard Spin Jig is small and light,
but you will know it has an excellent
penetration once you try it.

We glue the 5 fiber guard by
hand carefuly. Strong enough
to avoid snags in deep water, 
but not too stiff to hook a fish.

The hand tied skirt is produced from
KEITECH’s exclusive SR-40 silicone.
This extra fine cut material provides
remarkable life-like action.

TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

Detail

Color Chart

The Guard Spin Jig is the king of finesse jigs. The Tungsten compound tear 
drop head with 5 fiber weed guard allows the angler to fish various cover with
remarkable efficiency. The Guard Spin is highly snag resistant and weed less.
The Guard Spin Jig also excels on bedding fish.Guard Spin Jig

KEITECH

Tungsten compound head
High density 13
Lead free

Weight  1/16 oz., 3/32 oz., 1/8oz. & 5/32 oz.

001 Black

102 Watermelon Pepper.

006 Cola

105 Dark Green Pumpkin

101 Green Pumpkin Pepper

309 Sahara Olive Flake

Custom #2 hook
 made with

KATSUICHI

Small teardrop head with chip-resistant
paint. Guard Spin Jig is small and light,
but you will know it has an excellent
penetration once you try it.

We glue the 5 fiber guard by
hand carefuly. Strong enough
to avoid snags in deep water, 
but not too stiff to hook a fish.

The hand tied skirt is produced from
KEITECH’s exclusive SR-40 silicone.
This extra fine cut material provides
remarkable life-like action.

TUNGSTEN RUBBER JIG

Jigs available in 1/16 oz. & 3/32 oz. sizes Retail Price - $3.79

Retail Price - $4.39



The Easy Shiner combines the body of the Shad Impact with the fantastic tail action of the Swing Impact. These 
versatile swim baits come in 3 sizes to match any fishing conditions. Keitech’s original two-tone color injection 
process uses different types of salted plastics to achieve better balance and action. These baits can be fished 
many ways. The 3” works great on a small Super Round Jig Head and the drop shot. The 4” has produced  
outstanding results on the jig head, Texas Rigged and the split shot rig. Lots of big fish are coming on the 5” using 
Carolina and Alabama Rigs. The Easy Shiner has a wide-wobbling rolling action that drives predator fish wild!

KEITECH
Easy Shiner

Incredible swimming action

Custom Keitech 2-tone color process

Specific plastics for better balance and action

Strong natural squid scent

Rigging with a Keitech Super Round Jig Head 
ensures positive hook-ups when fish strike.

Keitech’s innovative and tournament tested 
swim tail gives the Easy Shiner incredible action.

Adding a bullet weight to your Texas Rigged 
Easy Shiner makes a very good weedless bait.

3”  (10 baits / pack)

4”  (7 baits / pack)

5”  (5 baits / pack)

A recessed hook slot makes it easy  
to keep your Easy Shiner weedless.

416  Silver Flash

417  Gold Flash

418  Blue Gill Flash

420  Pro Blue Red Pearl

422  Sight Flash

426  Sexy Shad

440  Electric Shad

410  Crystal Shad

400  AYU

Retail Price 3” -  $4.99
Retail Price 4” -  $4.99
Retail Price 5” -  $6.99



The Swing Impact is a proven tournament winner. These versatile swim baits come in three 
sizes to match any fishing conditions. Keitech’s original two-tone color injection process uses  
different types of salted plastics to achieve better balance and action. The 3.5” & 4” teamed 
with the larger size Super Round and fished on the straight retrieve is our pro-staff’s go to bait.

The thinly cut tails provide maximum 
swimming motion.

The ribbed body taper tail design provide 
perfect balance.

The Top and Bottom are slotted for 
perfect hook alignment.

KEITECH
Swing Impact

Remarkable swimming action

Strong natural squid scent

Specific plastics for better balance and action

Retail Price 3” -  $4.79  l  Retail Price 3.5” & 4” -  $4.99

4”  (8 baits / pack)

3”  (10 baits / pack)3.5”  (8 baits / pack)



The Fat Swing Impact has really taken the Paddle tail swim bait to the next level.  
Keitech’s original two-tone color injection process uses different types of salted 
plastics to achieve perfect balance and action. The most impressive feature of 
these great new swim baits is the ability to maintain a perfect swimming motion at 
any retrieve speed. And the “Fat” 3.8” really breaks the mold! It’s not only a great 
swim bait, but it doubles as one of the most effective flipping baits we ever used.

Tapered designed ringed body distorts the shape 
to a more natural appearance and provides  
improved weedless performance.

The center rigging line provide the 
perfect position to ensure the bait is 
rigged correctly.

The Fat Swing Impacts are packaged in 
blister packs to protect the integrity of 
the baits.

KEITECH
Swing Impact FAT

PLEASE NOTE - The only colors available in the 5.8” are 416, 418, 420, 426, 429, 431 & 439

Retail Price 2.8” -  $5.99  l  Retail Price 3.8” -  $6.99  l  Retail Price 4.8” -  $7.49  l  Retail Price 5.8” -  $7.49



The Mad Wag is truly a unique offering. The ribbed body design incorporates the New “PGS” (Point 
Guard System) which makes the Mad Wag extremely weedless. The “Thick Bone” tail design  
creates a strong and wide waggle action which moves water, creating maximum vibration. Special 
plastic densities are used in the tail to provide movement at the slowest of speeds. The Mad Wag 
can be fished as a Swim bait or Texas rigged on a 5/0 hook. It can also be flipped and pitched, 
making it a truly versatile bait.

KEITECH
Mad Wag

Thick “Bone” tail creates an incredible swimming action

Specific Plastics for Maximum Action at Slow Speeds

“PGS” Body Design

Strong Natural Squid Scent
7”  (6 baits / pack)

205  Blue Gill

208  Watermelon Red Flake

206  Smoke Silver Flake

210  Watermelon Blue Flake

101  Green Pumpkin

308  Midnight Blue

New For 2013!

The Mad Wag’s innovative “Point Guard System” allows for a completely weedless presentation.

Retail Price - $5.49



KEITECH
Salty Core Tube

Keitech has developed a new technology that allows us to create a brand new bait called the 
“Salty Core Tube.” Injected with super amazing quality, the Salty Core Tube is not like normal 
hollow tubes. It has two unique layers in it’s construction. It is an excellent bait for shallow 
cover flipping and pitching with a Texas rig. But it can also be a very effective “back sliding” 
lure on a weightless rig.

Retail Price - $7.49

#1 Two Unique Layers
The Salty Core Tube has two layer construction that combines two different 
materials to make it very unique and efficient.

The Inside layer (we call it the “core”) has super high salt, soft plastic mate-
rial that makes the bait soft and heavy.

The core is wrapped in an outside layer (we call it the “skin”) made of low 
salt, hard plastic material that makes the bait very durable.

Durable, soft and heavy – The Salty Core Tube has these key elements of a 
highly productive bait for shallow cover fishing.

#2 Two Effective Rigs
Texas Rig – The weight of the bait is 1/2 oz. so that you can easily pitch it 
a long distance with a light bullet weight. Long distance and light weight 
should be the key to catching spooky fish in shallow water. We recommend 
using a #4/0 offset shank hook.

Weightless Rig – Try rigging  a #5/0 hook in the center of the tail  
with no weight and you’ve got a “reverse rig” that has a very good  
back sliding fall. It is so effective when fishing various overhangs.  
Even weightless, the bait is heavy enough to pitch or skip.

6 Tubes / Pack



The Shad impact was designed after careful consideration and research. To produce a shad 
bait which maintains a horizontal swimming posture required different type of plastics to be  
combined into one bait. The top section of the bait is made with a no salt, light weight plastic 
and the bottom is a heavier, salted plastic. This combination provides the balance necessary 
to achieve the desired effect. Both the 4” & 5” can be fished weightless on either a split shot 
or Carolina rig and can also be an effective shaky head or drop shot lure.

Unsymmetrical body design creates a 
rolling action which drives predators 
wild.

Shad impact is produced from dual 
injected, different weighted plastic to 
provide perfect balance and flash.

The top and bottom are slotted for 
perfect hook alignment.

KEITECH
Shad Impact

Retail Price - $4.99



The Live Impact is a Ringed Body, Fork Fin tail, floating worm loaded with Keitech’s Strong Squid 
scent. The Live Impacts are very versatile baits. They can be fished Texas rigged, with a Split Shot 
or on a Shaky Head. The high buoyancy plastic and split tail design works well on a drop-shot 
rig, especially in current situations. 

KEITECH
Live Impact

Detail

Actual Size

Color Chart

Forked fin tail creates real lifelike action. In the middle of the body, there is a no-ring
section that indicates the best position of your
jig head when you try “jig head wacky” style. 

LiveImpact floats in the water. It lets a jig head
or drop shot stand up on the bottom, This is not
only effective for bass but also reduces snags.
Texas rig is also a good way to use such a high
floating worms.

3” ( 12 baits / pack )

4” ( 10 baits / pack )

Live Impact Ringed body, forked fin tail. Buoyant worms with natural squid scent that is really 
effective for bass. LiveImpact plastic worms are totally versatile baits. Texas rig, 
drop shot, jig head, split shot and even as a jig trailer, you can fish with
LiveImpact any way you like. We also like to recommend you to try the bait in “jig 
head wacky” style, the hottest finess worm fishing method in Japan. 

Ultimate lifelike action

Strong natural squid scent

Natural floatimg material

001 Black

  

006 Cola

101 Green Pumpkin Pepper

 
 
102 Watermelon Pepper

205 Bluegill

309 Sahara Olive Flake

320 Silver Shad

 

321 Gold Shad

Detail

Actual Size

Color Chart

Forked fin tail creates real lifelike action. In the middle of the body, there is a no-ring
section that indicates the best position of your
jig head when you try “jig head wacky” style. 

LiveImpact floats in the water. It lets a jig head
or drop shot stand up on the bottom, This is not
only effective for bass but also reduces snags.
Texas rig is also a good way to use such a high
floating worms.

3” ( 12 baits / pack )

4” ( 10 baits / pack )

Live Impact Ringed body, forked fin tail. Buoyant worms with natural squid scent that is really 
effective for bass. LiveImpact plastic worms are totally versatile baits. Texas rig, 
drop shot, jig head, split shot and even as a jig trailer, you can fish with
LiveImpact any way you like. We also like to recommend you to try the bait in “jig 
head wacky” style, the hottest finess worm fishing method in Japan. 

Ultimate lifelike action

Strong natural squid scent

Natural floatimg material

001 Black

  

006 Cola

101 Green Pumpkin Pepper

 
 
102 Watermelon Pepper

205 Bluegill

309 Sahara Olive Flake

320 Silver Shad

 

321 Gold Shad

The Sexy Impact was designed to duplicate the natural swimming action that drives  
predatory fish wild. The life-like swimming action is created by the perfectly tapered tale. The 
top section of the bait is made with a no salt, light weight plastic and the bottom is a heavier, 
salted plastic. The 3.8” has quickly become the drop shot bait of choice and bedding fish 
can’t stand Miss Sexy.

KEITECH
Sexy Impact

Retail Price - $4.79

No Salt (High flotation plastic)

The taper tail design produces a life like swimming action on the fall and following the 
slightest movement. Two types of different weighted plastics provide perfect balance.

Available in 3.8” (10/pack) & 4.8” (8/pack) sizes.

3.8” Retail Price - $6.59
4.8” Retail Price - $6.99

Ultimate lifelike action

Strong natural squid scent

Natural floating Material



Need a compact, lead-free super sharp jig head to fish your favorite Keitech soft plastics? 
Look no further... The Shakey football head is super effective when used with the Sexy Impact. 
The Mono Guard is the jig of choice for Wacky jig head rigging. The Fine Guard and Super 
Football heads work great with many types of soft plastics.

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN Compound Jig Head

Retail Price - $5.59

Size 1/16, 1/8 & 3/16
Retail Price - $5.39

Retail Price - $5.79
Size 1/16 & 1/8

Retail Price 1/4 oz.  &  3/8 oz. - $7.39
Retail Price - 1/2 oz. - $7.99



Super Round

The highest quality jig heads. Because of a high tungsten content, the 
head material has higher density than the one of lead material. The 
density of our compound is 13, 30% heavier than lead. We offer the 
precision, functional and lead-free products.

KEITECH

Tungsten compound head
30%Smaller & Harder than lead

TUNGSTEN Compound Jig Head

Size 1/16 & 3/32 oz.

Size 1/16, 1/8, 3/16 & 1/4 oz.
Hook - 1/0, 2/0 & 3/0 Daiich

1/16 oz.
1/0 hook
4 pcs. / pack

1/8 oz.
1/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

3/16 oz.
1/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

1/4 oz.
1/0 hook
2 pcs. / pack

Hook - #1 & #2  Katsuichi

1/16 oz.
2/0 hook
4 pcs. / pack

1/8 oz.
2/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

3/16 oz.
2/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

1/4 oz.
2/0 hook
2 pcs. / pack

1/16 oz.
3/0 hook
4 pcs. / pack

1/8 oz.
3/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

3/16 oz.
3/0 hook
3 pcs. / pack

1/4 oz.
3/0 hook
2 pcs. / pack

3/32 oz.
#2 hook

4 pcs. / pack

3/32 oz.
#1 hook

4 pcs. / pack

1/16 oz.
#1 hook

4 pcs. / pack

1/16 oz.
#2 hook

4 pcs. / pack

The Super Round tungsten compound jig heads are the finest lead-free jig heads currently 
available on the market. Their compact size-to-weight ratio, super sharp hooks and dense 
material are very effective for a variety of uses. Whether you are power fishing them with a 
swim bait, jerk-baiting them with a shad imitator, or finessing them with a wacky rig, there 
is a Super Round just right for the job!

KEITECH
TUNGSTEN Compound Jig Head

Retail Price - $4.99




